Randomization for the purposes of privacy protection refers to the probabilistic perturbation of individual data points to introduce protection through information-theoretic uncertainty. For example, in a telephonic public health survey, a data collector asks the respondent to roll a fair die, and, based on whether the rolled die shows a number divisible by 3 or not, to provide a false or true answer to the question, "DO you have HIV?". The data collector obtains individual answers which are true with probability p , and can use the answers to calculate the statistics of the prevalence of HIV in the population queried. The individual queried obtains some privacy because whether she has HIV or not is not completely determined by her response. More formally, Alice uses the randomization protocol to provide value Y E y when asked for the value X E X , given a posteriori probability distribution function (pdf) P(Y1X). Randomization has been in use for about twenty years in public surveys and in statistical database security [l], and has recently been proposed a s a means of personal privacy protection [3, 21. In general, the secrecy of randomization is neither information-theoretically [6] nor computationally [7] perfect, as information leakage is the purpose of the protocol. This leaked information can be used by a dishonest data collector to attack the protocol. None of the existing work on randomization addresses in a satisfactory manner its security with respect to attacks that use the leaked information. We address.this problem by proposing that one think of the protocol as a channel for the information t o be protected. In the example of the telephonic public health survey, if the protocol were replaced by a memoryless binary symmetric channel with probability of error = 3 , the outputs of the channel and the protocol wouId be indistinguishable. The channel view of the protocol is non-typical, because traditional protocols are intended to have zero (information-theoretic or computational) capacity. For this problem, however, the channel view gives access to a number of major theorems in communication and coding theory that have implications for attacks and the security of randomization. Unlike in communication theory, though, the user of this channel, Alice, uses it to limit communication given certain constraints.
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We consider the randomization of binary-valued X E C = ( 0 , l ) to obtain Y E C given probability of truth p. We denote the randomized response to a request for bit X by d ( X ) , the channel ( X , P ( Y J X ) , y ) by @, the capacity of @ by e(@), and a sequence of requested bits by q. In this paper we present results on a specific class of attacks on the protocol, which we call Deterministically-Related Query Sequence (DRQS) Attacks. Roughly speaking, this is the class of attacks where the bits requested by the data collector are completely determined by a (smaller) set of target bits that interest him. The deterministic relationship among the requests may not be obvious to the respondent, as, for example, "losing Calcium" is not always detectable as being related to "female AND over 40". It is easy to see that, in the communication channel framework, DRQS attacks correspond to codes -the set of requested bits forms a codeword, and the target bits the message.
Theorem 1: A one-to-one correspondence exists between the set of all one-to-one (lc, n) binary channel codes and the set of all ( k , n) DRQS attacks.
Clearly, the estimation error decreases as the data collector asks more questions. We demonstrate tight bounds on the efficiency of reliable DRQS attacks which are DRQS attacks that take error to zero while maintaining rate. Our definition draws from the definition of an "achievable" rate in information theory [4, pg. 1941 .
Definition 2: A reliable DRQS attack of rate r is said t o exist on a binary protocol 4 if 3 a sequence of (rn,n) DRQS attacks in which the maximum probability of estimation error -+O a s n -+ c o .
From the correspondence with channel codes, the channel coding theorem and its converse [5, 41 apply to reliable DRQS attacks.
Theorem 2: Given a protocol 4, reliable DRQS attacks of rate r ezist V r < e(+). 
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